
 

What is the IPC Info Kit and  

What is it intended for? 

 

The IPC Info-kit is a tool designed to raise awareness and update on IPC activities existing and 

potential partners as well as IPC practitioners. In practice, the IPC Info-kit is a a a a set set set set of of of of templates templates templates templates 

and and and and ddddocumentsocumentsocumentsocuments about IPC that can vary according to the context, purpose and target audience to which 

is intended for. The IPC Info-Kit has been conceived as printed product to display and distribute at 

informative meetings, conferences and events. It can be also sent out digitally together with a 

cover note explaining the purpose and content (e.g table below).  

 

The basic kit which is recommended and downloadable from this website, each in a format suitable for 

printing (Adobe Acrobat PDF) includes:  

 

WhatWhatWhatWhat    PurposPurposPurposPurpose e e e     Key message(s) Key message(s) Key message(s) Key message(s)     
• IPC InfoIPC InfoIPC InfoIPC Info----kit cover kit cover kit cover kit cover     

 

n.a. n.a. 

• IPC IPC IPC IPC General General General General BriefBriefBriefBrief  

    

to provide a general 

overview of the Programme, 

Tool and Approach 

The IPC is a set of set of set of set of protocols protocols protocols protocols for 

food security professionals to 

consolidate food security information 

on current situcurrent situcurrent situcurrent situations and future ations and future ations and future ations and future 

scenariosscenariosscenariosscenarios for decision making. The 

IPC is supported by a multi‐agency 

partnership of seven international 

agencies, and is widely used and 

expanding in African, Asian, and 

Central American countries.   

 

• The IPC The IPC The IPC The IPC Technical Technical Technical Technical 

ManualManualManualManual    

to provide technical 

guidance on the use of the 

IPC for food security 

analysis;  

The IPC approach leads to increased 

comparability, relevance, rigour, and 

transparency of food security 

analysis.  Most of all, the IPC 

provides a platform for multiple 

stakeholders to work together and 

reach consensus on food security 

situation analysis.  

• IPC Country IPC Country IPC Country IPC Country Fact Sheets Fact Sheets Fact Sheets Fact Sheets 

and and and and ProductProductProductProduct     

    

to show the use and 

usefulness of IPC 

analysis. 

The IPC approach emerged from fieldfieldfieldfield----

based realitiesbased realitiesbased realitiesbased realities and puts national 

governments as the institutional 

drivers for food security analysis.   

1) 1) 1) 1) IPC Map IPC Map IPC Map IPC Map     

E.g. Ivory CoastE.g. Ivory CoastE.g. Ivory CoastE.g. Ivory Coast    

to represent the main 

output of the FS analysis 

of the situation using the 

IPC approach 

The IPC final map with a explanatory 

legend providing a simple and 

effective way for food security 

analysts to communicate their 

findings and for donors to have great 

deal visual information of how severe 

is the FS situation 

2) 2) 2) 2) IPC IPC IPC IPC TimeTimeTimeTime----series series series series 

MapsMapsMapsMaps    

E.g Burundi and E.g Burundi and E.g Burundi and E.g Burundi and 

SomaliaSomaliaSomaliaSomalia    

to demonstrate one of the 

uses of the IPC analysis 

for supporting the 

decision-making process 

within a country 

By tracking the severity of the FS 

situation over the time, it 

ultimately makes possible to overlay 

and compare the different IPC maps 

enabling decision makers to 

change/adjust strategically the area 

of the interventions if needed. 

3) 3) 3) 3) ExampleExampleExampleExamplessss of Country  of Country  of Country  of Country 

briefsbriefsbriefsbriefs (not report) 

when available  

eg. Tajikistan and eg. Tajikistan and eg. Tajikistan and eg. Tajikistan and 

Uganda BriefsUganda BriefsUganda BriefsUganda Briefs    

to show country capacity 

to communicate and 

disseminate the main IPC 

findings 

 

• IPC on the web IPC on the web IPC on the web IPC on the web     to encourage using the IPC 

web tools to get updated 

and shared experiences on 

IPC.  

Communication is a key pillar of the 

IPC as well as sharing and exchanging 

information about the IPC 

implementation and country experience 

for cross-fertilization.  

• Any Any Any Any other relevant other relevant other relevant other relevant fact fact fact fact 

sssshhhheeeeeeeetttt    

TBD TBD 


